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Using Data Visualization to Support
Strategic Decision-Making

Uba Backonja, PhD, RN
Assistant Professor | Nursing & Healthcare Leadership | University of Washington Tacoma 
Adjunct Assistant Professor | Biomedical Informatics & Medical Education | University of Washington School of Medicine

What is data visualization

No established definition

In general, data visualization is 
using visual encodings to 
represent data or information

Line graph

https://www.drugabuse.gov/drugs-abuse/opioids/opioid-summaries-by-state/oregon-opioid-summary

Choropleth

http://www.oregon.gov/oha/ph/PreventionWellness/SubstanceUse/Opioids/Pages/data.aspx

Infographic

https://enterprise.microsoft.com/en-us/articles/industries/health/analytics-key-in-fighting-the-opioid-crisis/
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What is data visualization

No established definition

In general, data visualization is 
using visual encodings to represent 
data or information

Combination of cognitive & 
perceptual science, biology of 
vision, design & art, computer 
science 

Aids in our “understanding of data 
by leveraging the human visual 
system's highly tuned ability to see 
patterns, spot trends, and identify 
outliers”

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/57adc8101b631b66ecf30e1b/t/57add2805a655b44d8f734
df/1471009467208/tumblr_lcn7j2UpBF1qdipdoo1_1280.png

http://queue.acm.org/detail.cfm?id=1805128

What is data visualization

Addresses cognitive limitations 
in memory, calculating, seeing 
trends within raw data

https://web.stanford.edu/class/cs101/table-spreadsheet.png

Can support decision making
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Why this matters to you

Visualization development and 
use requires understanding of:
• Where the data came from
• The issues for which the data 

are collected
• Why the issues matter in your 

communities
• How the data were 

used/analyzed

You likely have this knowledge 
and are invaluable in the 
development or critique of 
visualizations

Considerations when developing visualizations

1. Purpose of visualization 

2. Visualization options

3. Avoiding bad visualizations 
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1. Different purposes of data visualization

Different purposes of data visualization

A. Analysis

B. Understanding

C. Persuasion
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Analysis

What you have
Simple visualization of 
your data

What you get out of this
Find patterns in the data

Good target audience
The person doing analyses 
in your department

https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/products/databriefs/db82.htm

Understanding

What you have
Inclusion of reference 
ranges, benchmarks, 
indicators, etc. to bring 
more meaning to the 
visualization

What you get out of this
Analysis but with context

Good target audience
Those doing analyses and 
making decisions

Healthy People 2020 Objective 
NWS-10.3

Reduce the proportion of 
adolescents aged 12 to 19 years 

who are considered obese

Target: 14.5%

https://www.healthypeople.gov/2020/t
opics-objectives/topic/nutrition-and-

weight-status/objectives

https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/products/databriefs/db82.htm
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Persuasion

What you have
Icon or other visually 
compelling representation 
of your data

What you get out of this
A compelling visual 
representation that is 
engaging  and provides 
elements needed to make 
a decision

Good target audience
Community members and 
policy-makers

https://www.chcs.org/media/innovations-childhood-obesity-poster-121917.png

On which purpose should I focus?

Things to consider when deciding whether purpose 
is to analyze, understand, or persuade

What is the capacity/role of my audience?
• Local? state?
• Community member? Health department? Mayor? 

State legislator?

What are the duties of my audience?
• Healthy everyday living? Develop reports? Guide 

department operations?  Create legislation?

What decisions does my audience make?
• Behavior changes? Revenue and resource allocation? 

Creation or cancellation of programs?
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2. Visualization options

Visualization options

The type of visualization 
you want to create can 
depend on if you have 
qualitative or 
quantitative data 

We will focus on 
quantitative data, which 
are a certain data type

General data types
1. Nominal
2. Ordinal
3. Quantitative
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Categorical without order

Includes binary categories 
Example: yes/no, presence/absence

Data types | Nominal

Categorical with order

https://oregoneconomicanalysis.com/2018/04/03/oregon-job-polarization-2017-update/

https://choosemyplate-prod.azureedge.net/sites/default/files/misc/BMI-image.png

Data types | Ordinal
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Numeric 

Not to be confused with numbers 
used in datasets to signify a 
category! (e.g., 1=yes, 2=no)

Interval
location of zero is arbitrary 

Example: Dates, latitude  

Ratio
Zero fixed 

Example: Counts, amounts, 
physical measurements (length)

http://www.oregon.gov/oha/PH/DISEASESCONDITIONS/COMMUNICABLEDISEASE/OUTBREAKS/Documents/outbreak_reports/2016/2016-3922-CSA-April2016Conference.pdf

Outbreak of Influenza-like Illness at the Computer Systems 
Administration Conference, Portland OR, 2016

http://www.oregon.gov/oha/ph/DiseasesConditions/CommunicableDisease/DiseaseSurveillanceData/HIVData/Documents/EpiProfile.pdf

Data types | Quantitative

Quantitative data visualizations based on data type

Based on previous research there 
are several recommendations 
based on the type of data you’re 
using and number of variables 
you’re using

We will focus looking at 1-2 
variables but these 
recommendations can be extended 
to looking at 3 or more variables

WS Cleveland, R McGill. Graphical perception: Theory, experimentation, and 
application to the development of graphical methods. Journal of the American 
statistical association. 1984;79(387):531-554.

http://vis.stanford.edu/files/2010-MTurk-CHI.pdf
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1 or more nominal or 
ordinal variables

à Table with #s, 
proportions, rates

à Bar chart where
X-axis=variables
Y-axis=n or %s

Quantitative data visualizations based on data type

1 quantitative ratio 

variable

à Histogram

Quantitative data visualizations based on data type

This histogram te
lls 

you th
e distrib

utio
n 

of th
e values fo

r a
 

varia
ble

Use th
is to

 see if 
the 

distrib
utio

n is norm
al 

which in
form

s your 

statis
tic

al a
nalyses 

https://openi.nlm.nih.gov/imgs/512/306/2880689/PMC2880689_kjim-25-162-g002.png
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2 quantitative ratio 

variables

à Scatterplot

Quantitative data visualizations based on data type

This scatterplot tells 

you if there is a 

relationship between 

two variables 

(without considering 

other factors)

Can add a regression 

line to quantify 

relationship
https://www.bmj.com/content/324/7328/23

Age adjusted death rates by Gini coefficient (a measure 
of inequality 0=no inequality, 1=max inequality) for the
50 US states and the District of Columbia (DC), 1989-90 
(y=1.831+15.705×x; R2=0.24; weighted regression)

1 quantitative ratio variable 
and 1 nominal or ordinal 
variable

à Bar chart

Quantitative data visualizations based on data type

This bar chart can help 

you identify differences 

between groups 

(without considering 

other factors)

Can bring in statistical 

difference assessments 

to see if differences 

significant
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1 quantitative ratio variable 
and 1 nominal or ordinal 
variable

à Bar chart

Quantitative data visualizations based on data type

County Population Count Age-Adjusted Rate

Multnomah 778,193 2,144 60.3

Jackson 210,916 898 59.8

Benton 87,455 205 45.1

Observed cases of lung cancer for all ages in 
3 Oregon Counties from 2010–2014

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

Multnomah Jackson Benton

Aga-adjusted rates

For time, it depends

à Bar chart if only have a 
few time points or 
spans of time points

Quantitative data visualizations based on data type

http://ncam.wgbh.org/images/88.jpg
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For time, it depends

à Bar chart if only have a 
few time points or 
spans of time points

à Line chart if have many 
time points

Quantitative data visualizations based on data type

For time, it depends

à Bar chart if only have a 
few time points or 
spans of time points

à Line chart if have many 
time points

à Ultimately try both and 
see which tells your 
story more clearly

Quantitative data visualizations based on data type

http://ncam.wgbh.org/images/88.jpg

https://d14rmgtrwzf5a.cloudfront.net/sites/default/files/rateoregon.jpg
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https://i0.wp.com/craphound.com/images/pacmancharthumor.jpg?resize=400%2C254

Pie charts! Beware!

http://static.twentytwowords.com/wp-content/uploads/Pie-Chart-391.pnghttp://static.twentytwowords.com/wp-content/uploads/Pie-Chart-06.jpg

Note pie charts aren’t the 
recommended visualization

Research shows that 
people are bad at 
interpreting pie charts

Bar charts more effective 
for certain tasks

Be cautious with pie charts!

http://vis.stanford.edu/files/2010-MTurk-CHI.pdf

http://www.healthpolcom.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/02/us-nationalhealthspending-2009.png
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Be cautious with pie charts!

Which is the biggest 

bar in each of these 

bar charts?

Which is the biggest 

slice in each of these 

pie charts?

It’s ok to use pie 
charts if you have 2-4 
slices and those slices 
are of noticeably 
difference sizes

Otherwise just use a 
bar chart!

Be cautious with pie charts!

More accurate

Less accurate

http://vis.stanford.edu/files/2010-MTurk-CHI.pdf
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3. Avoiding bad visaulizations

Visualizations, like sats, can be used to mislead

https://www.datapine.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Same-Data-Different-Y-Axis-Data-Visualization-Designed-to-Mislead.png

What do 

you see 

in this 

chart?
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Visualizations, like sats, can be used to mislead

https://www.datapine.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Same-Data-Different-Y-Axis-Data-Visualization-Designed-to-Mislead.png

…or to look pretty

http://blog.visual.ly/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/3d-618x624.jpg

Which slices 

are the exact 

same size?
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With visualizing data comes great responsibility

Even if a program 
makes a viz for you, it 
doesn’t mean that viz 

makes sense

The program can make 
a viz it will but it won’t 

tell you *if* that viz 
should be made

Programs rely on *you*
to make the decision 
about what should be 

made into a viz

https://media1.giphy.com/media/mCClSS6xbi8us/giphy.gif

Nominal

Example: 
Not paying 
attention to 
data types

“Scatterplot” of 
race and gender

Yes, this “graph” “can” be 
“made” because numbers 

were used in the dataset to 
signify categories of nominal 

variables

NOT APPROPRIATE!

Can only make scatter plots 
with 2 quantitative ratio 

variables

Can lead to erroneous 
interpretations!

Binary Gender 
Identity

Race

Nominal
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Maps maps maps everywhere!

https://www.ohsu.edu/xd/outreach/oregon-rural-health/data/upload/2016-Unmet-Need-Map.png

https://www.oregon.gov/oha/HPA/HP-PCO/Documents/2014%20Dental%20HPSA%20Map.jpg

https://images2.opb.org/c_limit%2Ch_730%2Cq_90%2Cw_940/news_efix-image-heat_vulnerability_mapjpg.jpg
http://www.bendbulletin.com/csp/mediapool/sites/dt.common.streams.StreamServer.cls?STREAMOID=KBIGR4zuVC_dmQJFf4K6a8$daE2N3K4ZzOUsqbU5sYsmgyIhiS7Us5tXrT_B
Vgg$WCsjLu883Ygn4B49Lvm9bPe2QeMKQdVeZmXF$9l$4uCZ8QDXhaHEp3rvzXRJFdy0KqPHLoMevcTLo3h8xh70Y6N_U_CryOsw6FTOdKL_jpQ-&CONTENTTYPE=image/jpeg

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-dKS2NUaYXUw/Vc-
lOvPdLSI/AAAAAAAABJE/oOR8xh3QpNs/s1600/REDUCED_JPG_20150815_1123_2015_FireSeason_BriefingMap.jpg http://www.foodpoisonjournal.com/files/2016/10/big-map-9-28-2016.jpghttp://ophi.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/Lane-County-Map.png

Often used to show disease 
incidence or prevalence

Geographic area (often 
man-made) and color often 
used as cues to represent 
populations and values

Maps

https://www.cdc.gov/obesity/images/data/brfss_2016_obesity-overall.jpg

http://regionalequityatlas.org/sites/rea.tumblehome.com/files/atlas-maps/ratecardiovasculardiseasetracts.jpg

Color indicates ranges 
where groupings not equal

Color indicates ranges where color order not necessarily meaningful
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When used well, map 
relates to geographic, built 
environment, and other 
space/context-related issues 
Example: Asthma prevalence & 
pollution-causing factors (like 
factories) and proximity to those 
factors

Often used to see how 
geography impacts health 
(in non statistically 
controlled way)

Maps

Granularity of geographic 
area and geographic 

features are key!

Map more of a visual indexing 
of county data rather than a 
way to see how geography 

relates to dental health 
professional shortage

Unclear how physical 
county boundaries 

(human-made, some 
geographic consideration) 

relate to shortage

https://www.oregon.gov/oha/HPA/HP-PCO/Documents/2014%20Dental%20HPSA%20Map.jpg
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2012 Number of Inspections Per Food Service Establishment
for Washington LHDs

Wahkiakum = 56

average = 2.9

average without Wahkiakum = 1.4

Alternative: Bar chart

What do you think about this use of a map? Is it effective?

Could help look at 
local issues that 

could contribute to 
CVD (e.g., geographic 

features related to 
social determinants 

of health)

Do waterways matter?

Do mountains matter?

Do
 h

ills
 m

at
te

r?

Do service locations matter?

http://regionalequityatlas.org/sites/rea.tumblehome.com/files/atlas-maps/ratecardiovasculardiseasetracts.jpg
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Why no data?

Why no data?

Why no data?

Can help look at 
issues like missing 
data or data issues

http://regionalequityatlas.org/sites/rea.tumblehome.com/files/atlas-maps/ratecardiovasculardiseasetracts.jpg

Maps and color

Be careful when choosing your ranges 
& colors indicating ranges

● Use 1 color if possible
○ Blue often recommended 

● Just change the saturation 
○ e.g., light blue to dark blue

● Try to have as few bins (i.e., 
ranges) as possible 

○ 2-4 ideal
○ Have the bins be purposeful

■ Equal distribution 
between groups

■ Groups based on 
accepted standards or 
norms

Do these groupings make sense? 
Can they help you understand the 
situation or make a decision?

http://regionalequityatlas.org/sites/rea.tumblehome.com/files/atlas-maps/ratecardiovasculardiseasetracts.jpg
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Wrap up & take aways

Wrap up & take aways

• Keep data and evidence in the decision making process 
• Keep data part of the conversation
• Don’t let the perfect (data) be the enemy of the good

• Bad data can help you understand data 
gaps/disparities

• Bad data inform future work to make data collection 
better

• Can still use bad data but with caution & within the 
right context

• Establish yourself as a trusted data resource
• You can do this!

• Even if you’re not ”the data person” or know how to 
use visualization software, you can be a part of the 
data and visualization use processes!

• You have basic skills to be able to go to a data or 
visualization person and know what to ask of them
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Operationalizing messaging & framing lessons
Visualization with the purpose of persuasion

Uba Backonja, PhD, RN
Assistant Professor | Nursing & Healthcare Leadership | University of Washington Tacoma 
Adjunct Assistant Professor | Biomedical Informatics & Medical Education | University of Washington School of Medicine

Infographics

“a visual format that is compelling, 
provides rapidly available 
information, and is directly useful 
for decision-making purposes”

Can go beyond numbers and 
charts to memorably show key 
information and convey a story or 
narrative

Can help support individuals with 
low literacy and numeracy

Helpful when you have small 
sample sizes & disadvantaged 
populations who could potentially 
be identified in a graph or map

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26526248
https://www.cdc.gov/healthliteracy/developmaterials/visual-co
https://www.niagararegion.ca/health/statistics/indicators/images/infographic-obesity.jpg

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26526248
https://www.cdc.gov/healthliteracy/developmaterials/visual-co
https://www.niagararegion.ca/health/statistics/indicators/images/infographic-obesity.jpg
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Like with data visualizations we 
went over yesterday, you might 
think knowing about 
infographics might not be 
relevant to your work

Or you might be overwhelmed 
because infographics integrates 
many of these domains for 
which you might not have 
expertise/experience

Even if you are not involved in 
the technical creation of an 
infographic, you may be 
involved in the development of 
an infographic at some stage 
(e.g., developing a message 
about a health problem you 
want to communicate to policy 
makers) or might come across 
an infographic in your work!

Having an understanding of 
what to watch out for in 
infographics can help you 
critique an infographic that 
might be created by your peers 
or used by your department!

Infographic basics | Audience

There should be a 
clear audience for 
the infographic

Designs, information, 
data, other things 
included will be 
influenced by the 
audience

The infographic will 
be framed around 
what the audience 
does with the 
infographic (their 
role, behaviors, etc.)

Audience’s values 
impact design

Entire community?

Community leader?

Policy maker?

PH decision-maker?
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Infographic basics | Audience

Entire community

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/image_da
ta/file/63738/6.3318_PHE_KG_Health_Matters_April_2017_Online_960x640_px_6.png

Why this matters: Individual health
Focused on individual health behaviors

Infographic basics | Audience

Why this matters: Financial impact of businesses & constituents
Focus on issues that policymakers could see connection to policy

Policy maker

http://www.weightofthefoxvalley.org/media/3307/WOTFV-Rising-Costs-to-Business.jpg
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Infographic basics | Audience

Why this matters: ID where the PH department can improve health
Focus on how the department can help ID where to focus resources

PH decision-maker

Healthy 
People 
2020 
target 
14.5%

Infographic basics | Central message

There should be a 
central message
driving the 
infographic 

Includes data 
related to that 
central message 
and not extraneous 
information

Describes the issue 
that needs to be 
address, why it is 
important, and/or 
what needs to 
happen
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Infographic basics | Central message

Many people in OR are obese

https://stateofobesity.org/states/or/

Data from 
yesterday

Obesity can impact communities/ individuals

Problem Why is action needed?

Values Why does this matter?

https://www.cdc.gov/obesity/adult/causes.html

Info from your 
cheat sheet

Sugary drinks contribute to obesityProblem Why is action needed?

Info from your 
cheat sheet

Sugary tax can ↓sugary drink intakeSolution What needs to happen?

Info from your 
cheat sheet

Infographic basics | Central message

Many people in OR are obese

https://stateofobesity.org/states/or/

Data from 
yesterday

Problem Why is action needed?

How can I 
visualize this?

Data!
Social Math! 
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Infographic basics | Central message

Many people in OR are obese

https://stateofobesity.org/states/or/

28.7 is about 
2 in 7 people

Problem Why is action needed?

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24246564

https://www.freeiconspng.com/uploads/person-icon-person-icon-clipart-image-from-our-icon-clipart-category--9.png

Infographic basics | Icons

Icons should be 
chosen with care 
and purpose

Icon should be 
something the 
target community 
would understand

Think about 
potential bias in 
icon selection
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Infographic basics | Icons

Physical activityIcons should be 

chosen with care 

and purpose

Icon should be 

something the 

target community 

would understand

Think about 

potential bias in 

icon selection

https://visualpharm.com/free-icons/running-595b40b65ba036ed117d3bb3

https://visualpharm.com/free-icons/trainers-595b40b85ba036ed117daca3

https://visualpharm.com/free-icons/exercise-595b40b65ba036ed117d4041

Some research suggests people 

better recall anthropomorphic 

icons 

BUT icon ”performance” depends 

on numeracy and graph literacy

So work with your intended 

audience to figure out what’s best!

Make sure that the icons do not 

perpetuate bias, may exclude 

individuals (e.g., ablist), or do not 

accurately represent the concept 

for the target audience

Infographic basics | Icons

Icons can also be 
used to set a tone

Color
Motifs
Who is depicted
What is depicted

https://cdn1.tytnetwork.com/wp-content/uploads/gun-deaths-us-other-countries-chart.jpg

http://www.edusolution.com/myblog/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/gun-deaths.jpg

http://www.anglonautes.eu/english%20words/vocabulary_violence_gun_usa_main/voc_violence_usa_gun_1/z_graph_gun_deaths.jpg

How do you feel the 

tone differs across the 

different icons that 

address the same topic?
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Bias in infographics and visual design

We want to support the health of our 
communities

Members of our communities may 
experience health disparities because of 
one or more ways they may identify

● Disparities may exist because they may face 
overt/subconscious bias

● Those disparities may be unrecognized 
because the individuals are “invisible”

○ have identities that are not recognized 
and therefore counted

○ E.g., individuals who do not identify as 
a binary male or female gender

Why is it important to avoid bias in design?

Bias in design can 
perpetuate bias 
experienced in life
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Imagery revolves around food

No data/text re: food => assumption that personal food choice main factor

Don’t related factors (e.g., access, SES)

Many other factors r/t health and social determinants of health

Look of figures can perpetuate bias 

against individuals who are obese

https://nutriliving-images.imgix.net/infographics/childhood-obesity.jpghttps://i.pinimg.com/originals/83/b1/bf/83b1bf781b0d9f361e21
6a6af4918cd4.jpg

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-4nJx8xkQa3U/UuGX8jxZKCI/AAAAAAAABtk/Upt8Uk-
CaAI/s1600/obesity+infographic.png

http://prowellness.vmhost.psu.edu/wp-content/uploads/Childhood_Obesity.jpg

Some better (but not perfect) examples

https://www.chcs.org/media/innovations-childhood-obesity-poster-121917.png
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Wrap up & take aways

• Even if you’re not going to be involved in the 
development of infographics, you have the basics 
to be able to evaluate infographics
• Is it framed appropriately for the audience?
• Does it accurately describe the issue?
• Are there any biases or issues with the design 

choices?

Visualization resources

Tamara Munzner’s Visualization Book 
https://www.crcpress.com/Visualization-Analysis-and-
Design/Munzner/p/book/9781466508910
à You can also access free resources like videos and 

articles at http://www.cs.ubc.ca/~tmm/

Articles and websites
https://www.e-education.psu.edu/geog160/c3_p14.html
http://vis.stanford.edu/files/2010-MTurk-CHI.pdf
https://web.cs.dal.ca/~sbrooks/csci4166-
6406/seminars/readings/Cleveland_GraphicalPerception_Science85.pdf
http://queue.acm.org/detail.cfm?id=1805128
https://www.mat.ucsb.edu/g.legrady/academic/courses/11w259/schneiderman.pdf
http://hcil2.cs.umd.edu/trs/2013-01/2013-01.pdf
http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=2903718
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25934466
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25401414
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25267608
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26260247

https://www.e-education.psu.edu/geog160/c3_p14.html
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